I. The 'traveller' in the proposal for a new PTD
Persons protected by the proposal are referred to as 'travellers' and they are defined as any person who is seeking to conclude, or is entitled to travel on, the basis of a contract concluded within the scope of the Proposal. They are not defined as 'consumers' so as to protect representatives of small businesses and professionals who book trips related to their business or profession through the same booking channels as consumers (Recital 7).
The approach is in line with travel law conceived of as one field of EU law connected to providing a protection which is not limited to those consumers as defined in Art. 2 Para.1 of Consumer Rights Directive, namely natural persons who are acting for purposes outside their trade, business, craft or profession.
However, business travellers were included in the proposed definition 'insofar as they do not travel on the basis of a framework contract with a trader specializing in the arrangement of business travel' (Art. 3 point 6). It was deemed that those travel arrangements made by big companies or organizations for their employees on the basis of a framework contract with companies which specialize in the arrangement of business travel do not require protection (Recital 7).
II. Online package holidays and assisted travel arrangements
There has been a substantial trend towards buying travel services through the Internet since the current PTD entered into force. The traveller frequently prefers to book transport, accommodation, car rental and / or other services in this way and design his own travel, eventually after having a look at online consumers' reviews. The phenomenon significantly differs from traditional travel packages which were regulated by the Directive, exclusively offered on the premises (face to face) and by means of brochures and mostly designed (whether with a pre-arranged combination or not) by the organiser. The new technologies have changed the contracting process itself in the last decades and a gap in the PTD has caused uncertainty to stakeholders and hurt competition to the detriment of off-line / traditional traders. 4 In the meantime, European member states have turned their back on the new ways of travelling though the opportunity offered by the PTD to regulate the issue so as to protect the consumers on the basis of a minimum harmonization principle. 5 A proposal for a new regulation of online travel services was the biggest challenge to be faced by the European legislator and this cause a long delay in the drafting. Together with the complexity inherent to these services, huge economic interests, defended by lobbies, were involved. Now the Proposal distinguishes between package holidays and assisted travel arrangements and assumes that both modalities can take place over the Internet. The online travel packages are covered by most of the provisions contained in the Proposal and they are formed by four key components (Art. 3 Para.2 lit (b)(v)): 1) a combination of at least two different travel services for the purpose of the same trip or holiday; 6 2) the services must be purchased from separate traders through linked through online booking processes; 3) the traveller's name or particulars needed to conclude a booking transaction must be transferred between the traders at the latest when the booking of the first service is confirmed; and 4) the traveller must perceive that there is a person (natural or legal) responsible for the whole package, i. e. a subject is acting as an organiser.
7 Therefore, some requirements will be the same as in traditional travel package -requirements 1) and 4) -, 8 meaning that it will be possible to take some evidential pointers into account when determining whether or not particular arrangements are an online package travel, such as whether the word 'package' was used or not in the information the traveller was provided with; whether the components were sold at a price different from the sum of the individual parts; or whether the traveller was informed by the online business that he could purchase any one or more of those services without any need to purchase the others. In some cases there will be little difficulty in concluding that the services were sold as a package by considering all these circumstances. 9 Other requirements are more related to the particular features of the online contracting process itself. With regard to this, a preexisting linked online booking process between the separate traders beyond other technological aspects, e. g. whether the traveller is kept on the same Internet site or by way of linked Internet sites, seems to be appropriate -requirement 2 -.
Concerning the online assisted travel arrangements, the following requirements are provided in the Proposal (Art. 3 Para. 5, lit b): 1) a combination of at least two different types of travel services for the purpose of the same trip or holiday; 2) the traveller concludes separate contracts with the individual travel service providers; 3) the former combination must be facilitated by a retailer through the procurement of additional travel services from another trader in a targeted manner through a linked online booking processes at the latest when the booking of the first service is confirmed. 10 The latter requirement will be essential for the online travel services to be characterized: the operator merely helps the traveller to combine the travel services and, additionally, the help is to be given in a very particular way. Thus, online travel services will take place, for example, where, along with the confirmation of the booking of a first travel service such as a flight, a consumer receives an invitation to book an available hotel at the destination, with a link to the booking site of the hotel. Although it has been pointed out that the new definition of package (Art. 3 Para.2, particularly lit b (i) and (ii)) is so wide it does not leave much room for assisted travel arrangements at all, we forecast that they are going to be much more than only 'just fifteen minutes of fame'.
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As there is no subject acting as organiser and assuming the responsibility for the whole services, unlike the case with online package holidays, only a few provisions of the Proposal will be applicable. The most relevant rules will be those concerning insolvency protection (Arts. 15 and 16); those obliging to inform the traveller that every service provider will be the only person responsible for the performance; non-application of most of the traveller's rights provided in the Proposal (Art. 17); and that establishing a liability of the retailer for making booking errors (Art. 19) .
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In addition, online assisted travel arrangements should be distinguished from those links through which travellers are simply informed about further travel services in a general fashion, for instance where a hotel or an organiser of an event includes on its website a list of all operators offering transport services to its location independently of any booking or if cookies or meta data are used to place advertisements on websites. 13 Consequently, the Proposal creates a legal framework for new ways of travelling by taking some features of the online contracting process into consideration. As far as we know there is no precedent like this regulation. We consider that it is too early to make an accurate assessment of the practical problems which can arise from the application of this regulation beyond some international private law issues, i. e. rules on applicable law and competent courts. In any case, the rules of Proposal are novel, do not include some technicalities related 6 All combinations are included, whether travel services are combined before any contact with the traveller or at the request of or according to the selection made by the traveller (Recital 8 to the use of new technologies which could be to the detriment to the clarity and make it clear that some consensus between the stakeholders, i. e. organisers, retailers, airlines, hotels and consumers, was achieved.
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III. Information requirements
As for information requirements some provisions of the current PTD, which were successful in achieving their objectives, were maintained in the Proposal. Thus a minimum of information very specific to the tourism industry is established (Art. 4 Para. 1) and the organiser and the retailer shall provide the traveller with information at different stages (Art. 4 to Art. 6). With regard to this, the most appropriate time for providing some information the traveller does not (yet) need is not necessarily prior to conclusion of the contract, e. g. information on visa requirements or transport connections. The traveller normally pays attention to other information before concluding the contract and changes are possible at the very last moment before the start of the package. Likewise, maintaining an exception to the binding character of the brochure on the organizer whereby possible changes in particulars contained in the brochure are expressly stated and clearly communicated to the consumer before concluding the contract (Art. 5 Para. 1) seems to be a good strategy for travel services.
In addition, some progress was made by the Proposal following the Consumer Rights Directive 15 as a model. In that sense, if the information on additional charges, fees or other costs when informing of the total price of the package is not provided prior to conclusion of the contract, it is expressly stated that the traveller shall not bear them (Art. 5 Para.2); 16 and a durable medium requirement for providing a copy of the contract or a confirmation of the contract at or immediately after its conclusion was introduced (Art. 5 Para. 3).
17 A 'durable medium' means any instrument which enables the traveller or the operator to store information addressed personally to him in a way accessible for future reference for a period of time adequate for the purposes of the information and which allows the unchanged reproduction of the information stored (Art. 3 point 10), thus including USB sticks, CD-ROMs, DVDs, memory cards or the hard disks of computers, as well as electronic mail. Another advance is imposing an 'obligation to pay' button, that is to say, the trader shall ensure that when placing his order the traveller explicitly acknowledges that it implies an obligation to pay where a distance contract to be concluded by electronic means places the traveller under such an obligation (Art. 25 Para.2 of the Proposal with a reference to Art. 8 Para. 2 Sub-para. 2 of the Consumer Rights Directive).
Likewise, another improvement consisting of providing sufficient information to the traveller when the service is not realized, e. g. the service is 'cancelled' by the trader or a change in the package is made, is also to be applauded. In contrast to most information requirements at EU level which mainly focus on the pre-contractual stage, the Proposal establishes that '[t]aking into account the specificities of package travel contracts, rights and obligations of the parties should be laid down, for the time before and after the start of the package, in particular if the package is not properly performed or if particular circumstances change' (Recital 25). Regarding this, it is quite common for some organizers, retailers, airlines, and hoteliers to only inform travellers about the availability of an alternative service but not about their right to be repaid as provided by travel law legislation. These traders take advantage of the regulatory gap by distorting the consumer's behavior when choosing between an alternative or termination. Although this could be regarded as an unfair commercial practice, we consider that additional rules on information should be introduced so as to guarantee the effectiveness of the consumer's rights. 18 Nevertheless, some questions regarding information requirements still remain open. Thus, firstly, the Proposal does not seek to prevent the traveller being overloaded with information, i. e. information is to be provided even if it is already apparent from the context. 19 Secondly, the extension of information to be provided to the traveller depending on the product or the medium used for concluding a distance contract remains unclear. 20 Thirdly, essentially by removing references to brochures, the Commission has acknowledged that the provision of information can take many forms, including digital and online formats; and organizers and retailers were allowed to provide the traveller with 'key [pre-contractual] information on the organizer's website' (Recital 23) at a time when there is a plea by the travel industry to replace the obligation to provide traditional brochures but it is still not fully clear when an Internet site should be qualified as a durable medium in the EU consumer acquis. With regard to this, the Commission has stated that 'with the internet, there seems less need for specific printed information' and '[t]he current rules have led businesses to unnecessarily reprint their advertising material, incurring undue costs of about € 390 million per year'; yet -it is added by the Commission-'the proposal ensures that the traveller will still receive all the key information before signing a contract and that any potentially important news after that, for instance a change to the itinerary, is communicated in writing (including email)'. 21 However, the Court of Justice of the European Union has decided that an 'ordinary' website cannot be regarded as a durable medium, although the decision did not exclude the possibility that there may be sophisticated websites that do meet the requirements of a durable medium; 22 and our view is that an Internet site should be qualified as a durable medium only when, apart from enabling the consumer to store the information for as long as it is relevant for him to protect his interests stemming from his relationship with the operator, the information can be stored in such a way as to make it impossible for the trader to later invoke information changed unilaterally by him. 23 
IV. A new particular right of withdrawal for travel packages
What is a very welcome novelty in the proposal for a new Package Travel Directive is a regulation of a particular right of withdrawal from travel packages (Art. 10 Para.1). As is commonly known, a right to withdraw allows the consumer to decide not to continue with the contract by communicating it to the trader within a time limit and without the need to give a reason. Such a right can be very relevant when selling travel services.
We have reason to regard this provision in the proposed regulation as most welcome. No formal requirement as to how traveller may withdraw from the contract was imposed, whereas a rigorous compliance with formal requirements would probably have contradicted the goal of the directive to protect consumers.
Another welcome point is that the withdrawal right was conceived as to be exercised before the start of the package. The traveller was not entitled to withdraw from the contract within a certain period of time, i. e. the consumer shall not have a period of 14 days to withdraw from the contract. 24 Hence the Proposal is coherent with that function of a withdrawal right in travel packages aimed at addressing an impediment for the traveller which arises after booking and before the start of the package; 25 and a right to be exercised before the start of the package will promote booking in advance -as the more in advance the booking is made, the more time under protection-and avoids a problem which could arise from allowing the traveller to withdraw after beginning the performance of travel services, particularly in so-called last-minute bookings, making exercising of the right more complicated.
Beside this, compensation to the organizer, as provided in the Proposal, will be appropriate, calculated on a basis of reasonable standardised cancellations fees based on the time of cancellation and the customary cost savings and income from alternative deployment of the travel services as specified in the contract or, in the absence, corresponding to the price of the package minus the expenses saved by the organizer (Art. 10 Para. 1). In this sense, exercising the right of withdrawal has the effect that parties are not bound by the contract and the consumer is not compelled to pay for the services and compensation -or, so much the better, a penalty-closely related to the phenomenon of setting aside capacity, which the trader may find it difficult to do in the wake of a right of withdrawal, is to be preferred. Although the calculation of the penalty will be difficult, i. e. the problem will be how the expenses saved by the organizer are to be calculated and proved, travel services cannot be returned by the client -unlike a pair of trousers sold online-and hence such a compensation is needed.
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V. Other changes to the contract before the start of the package
The proposed new Directive broadly maintains the structure of the previous Directive as far as pre-departure changes are concerned (Arts. 7 to 10). Even so, besides a right of withdrawal, Chapter III of the Proposal clarified some points compared with the current PTD. On the one hand, the costs of transferring the contract to another traveller were limited to the actual cost borne by the organiser (Recital 26 and Art. 7 Para. 2, second sentence). 27 On the other hand, the proposed regulation expressly states that the price alteration may be a consequence of tourist taxes (Art. 8 Para. 1 lit (b)) and the price increase shall not exceed 10% of the price of the package (Art. 8 Para.2) and be valid only if the organiser notifies the traveller of it with a justification and calculation in a durable medium at the latest 20 days prior to the start of the package (Art. 8 Para. 3). These are the substantial differences in com- (2012) p. 75-76. 24 Cf. Art. 9 Para. 1 of the Consumer Rights Directive concerning a right of withdrawal from a distance or off-premises contract. 25 The function of the withdrawal right in package holidays is not to allow the traveller to rethink his decision of participating in the package within a certain period of time. 26 On the contrary, other EU Directives establish that the consumer shall not incur any liability as a consequence of exercising the right of withdrawal with service contracts concluded at a distance or off-premises under the Consumer Rights Directive (Art. 14 Para. 5); and the consumer shall bear no cost for the performance of services where the trader has failed to provide information on the withdrawal right or the consumer has not expressly requested performance to begin during the withdrawal period (Art. 14 Para. 4 lit. (a) of the Consumer Rights Directive). 27 Recital 26 provides that '[i]n such situations, the organiser should be able to recover his expenses, for instance if a sub-contractor requires a fee for changing the name of the traveller or for cancelling a transport ticket and issuing a new one'. It has been pointed out that this is probably the position under the current law in any event. S. Prager, 'Proposals for a new package travel Directive: pre-departure changes', TLQ 2013, p. 214.
parison with the current PTD, yet it has been suggested that they may be more apparent than real.
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Likewise, alteration of other contract terms are specifically referred to any of the main characteristics of the travel services as defined in point (a) of Article 4 or special requirements of the traveller which the organiser has accepted as referred to in point (a) of Art. 6 Para. 2 (Art. 9 Para.2). According to point (a) of Art. 4, the main characteristics of the travel services are the following: (i) the travel destination(s), itinerary and periods of stay, with dates; (ii) the means, characteristics and categories of transport, the points, dates and time of departure and return or, where the exact time is not yet determined, the approximate time of departure and return, the duration and places of intermediate stops and transport connections; (iii) the location, main features and tourist category of the accommodation; (iv) whether meals are provided and, if so, the meal plan; (v) visits, excursion(s) or other services included in the total price agreed for the package; (vi) the language(s) in which the activities will be carried out and (vii) whether access for persons with reduced mobility is guaranteed throughout the trip or holiday, so that the scope of what is considered 'significant' has been widened. 29 In addition, the Proposal allows for repayment to the traveller of any sums owing on termination within the period of fourteen days (Art. 9 Para.4) and not simply 'as soon as possible'.
VI. Performance of the Package
A number of points regarding the performance of the package were also clarified by Chapter IV of the Proposal. Art. 11 covers what happens when things go wrong after departure. Regarding this, firstly, the proposed rules expressly state that suitable alternative arrangements must be made where the return to the place of departure is not provided as agreed (Art. 11 Para. 3); secondly, the traveller is entitled to reject the alternative arrangements proposed by the organiser because they are not comparable to what was agreed in the contract (Art. 11 Para. 4); thirdly, transport back is required only if the package includes the carriage of passengers (Art. 11 Para. 4); fourthly, a maximum of EUR 100 per night and three nights per traveller is imposed when it is impossible to ensure the traveller's timely return because of unavoidable and extraordinary circumstances is established, with exceptions for persons with reduced mobility, pregnant women, unaccompanied children and persons in need of specific medical assistance (Art. 11 Paras. 5 and 6); 30 and fifthly, the limits of organiser's obligation to provide assistance to the traveller in difficulty are established, namely consisting mainly in: (a) providing appropriate information on health services, local authorities and consular assistance, and (b) assisting the traveller in making distance communications and alternative travel arrangements. The organiser shall be able to charge a reasonable fee for such assistance if the situation is caused by the traveller's negligence or intent (Art. 14).
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The current PTD is the only legislation of the consumer acquis which regulates compensation for damages in a situation t where liability issues are significantly linked to national law. With regard to this, a more complete regulation was intended to be provided for in the Proposal. Thus, compensation for non-material damage was expressly stated (Art. 12 Para. 2) and contracting parties were allowed to limit compensation to be paid by the organiser as long as that limitation does not apply to personal injury and damage caused intentionally or with gross negligence and does not amount to less than three times the total price of the package (Art. 12 Para. 4). Besides, in accordance with the Proposal it will be compulsory for the EU member states to provide the same limitations of the liability of services providers as the international conventions covering travel services.
32 All these proposed provisions make clarifications compared with the current PTD.
However the wording of Art. 5 PTD has led to different national approaches regarding a right to compensate for damages and the Proposal fails to provide a straight answer as to other important issues. In particular, Art. 11 (1) of the Proposal states that 'Member States shall ensure that the organiser is responsible for the performance of the travel services included in the contract […][emphasis added]'. Does it mean that the organizer will be in the firing line when things do not go as planned? 33 In our opinion, here a several liability between the organiser and retailer, i. e. where each company is liable to the traveller only for the part of the damage attributable to him, should have been established regarding the performance of all the obligations arising from the contract and not the execution of the services only. 34 In this sense, we consider it unfortunate to establish that '[i]n relation to packages, retailers should be responsible together with the organiser for the provision of pre-contractual information'.
35 This provision seems to impose joint liability on the organiser and retailer as far as pre-contractual information is concerned, i. e. where the whole damage suffered by the traveller is attribut- 34 Art. 5 Para. 1 of the PTD establishes that 'Member States shall take the necessary steps to ensure that the organizer and / or retailer party to the contract is liable to the consumer for the proper performance of the obligations arising from the contract'. 35 Recital 21 of the Proposal. able to them both, but from our point of view several liability could be established here as well. Although retailers should be liable for booking errors (Art. 19), why to establish a different distribution of liability between the organiser and retailer depending on the particular obligation the liability arises from?
Likewise, the basis of liability has also been differently interpreted by national courts. It is unclear whether the liability under the current Art. 5 of the PTD is based on fault or is a strict liability. Obviously strict liability for damage is more suitable for a person who carries on an abnormally dangerous activity where damage is characteristic of the risk presented by the activity and resulting from it; whereas fault has not been abandoned in national law and even is present in the wording of the defences of Art. 5 Para. 2, e. g. 'to an event which the organizer and / or retailer or the supplier of services, even with all due care, could not foresee or forestall'. Indeed, fault is very important in the provision of tourist services which commonly form part of a package holiday, e. g. a hotel's liability is clearly based on fault; and hotel's negligence is very often presumed by courts when a safety standard is infringed. 36 Here, there are some divergences between EU member states not only as to the burden of proof regarding negligence but also as to the interpretation of a force majeure case, so there is a need for clarification of this point in the Proposal. 37 Otherwise a lack of harmonisation will continue if the Proposal is approved with the current drafting.
It is evident that it is very difficult to incorporate identical rules on compensation for damages into the different national legal systems. Liability issues stated in a new PTD will not be applied in isolation but will operate within non-harmonised national legal regimes (e. g. general contract law, case law and general interpretation of the rules).
Indeed some obscurities will still remain regarding the remedies for non-performance. Beyond compensation for damages, firstly it is provided for in the Proposal that if any of the services are not performed in accordance with the contract, the organiser shall remedy the lack of conformity, unless this is disproportionate (Art. 11 Para. 2). No further explanation is given as to what this means. 38 Is this a cure by the debtor of non-conforming performance? 39 If affirmative, why was it formulated as an organiser's obligation? The remedy is unclear and no equivalent is found in EU contract law. 40 Secondly, in accordance with the proposed regulation the traveller shall not be entitled to price reduction if the organiser proves that the lack of conformity is: (i) attributable to the traveller; (ii) attributable to a third party; or (iii) due to unavoidable and extraordinary circumstances (Art. 12 Para. 3 lit. (a)). Nevertheless, why is exoneration related to price reduction and limit the scope of this remedy for non-performance in this way? A non-performance attributable to the debtor is not required for price reduction in an EU legal framework. 41 Thirdly, a traveller's duty to inform the organiser without undue delay of any lack of conformity is not only imposed but establish as an exemption from organiser's liability (Art. 12 Para. 3 lit. (b)) and the provision is far from being clear in some countries, e. g. United Kingdom or Spain. 42 Here we detect a need for the Proposal to approach to the remedies for non-performance in the light of European contract law. Some approach to European definitions, principles and model rules is observed in a field where national contract law still plays an important role. Thus, for example, situations where there is a lack of and improper performance of the travel services included in a package are termed as a 'lack of conformity' with the contract in the Proposal (Art. 3 Para. 12, Art. 6 Para. 2 lit. (c), Art. 11 Para. 2, Art. 12 Para. 1 lit. (a), Paras. 2 and 3). 43 Nevertheless, we still have a long way to go and some inventions in travel could be seem a bit frivolous when an impressive effort was already made so as to harmonise EU contract law, i. e. Principles of European Contract Law (hereafter, PECL) 44 and DCFR. 45 Although the Proposal is directed towards a specific field, we consider that it cannot walk alone.
